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Probing the core of the strong nuclear interaction  
 
A. Schmidt et al. (CLAS Collaboration) 
 
The strong nuclear interaction between nucleons (protons and neutrons) is the effective force that 
holds the atomic nucleus together. This force stems from fundamental interactions between 
quarks and gluons (the constituents of nucleons) that are described by the equations of Quantum 
Chromodynamics (QCD). However, as these equations cannot be solved directly, physicists resort 
to describing nuclear interactions using effective models that are well constrained at typical inter-
nucleon distances in nuclei [1-5] but not at shorter distances. This limits our ability to describe 
high-density nuclear matter such as in the cores of neutron stars [6]. Here we use high-energy 
electron scattering measurements that isolate nucleon pairs in short-distance, high-momentum 
configurations [7-9] thereby accessing a kinematical regime that has not been previously explored 
by experiments, corresponding to relative momenta above 400 MeV/c. As the relative momentum 
between two nucleons increases and their separation thereby decreases, we observe a transition 
from a spin-dependent tensor-force to a predominantly spin-independent scalar-force. These 
results demonstrate the power of using such measurements to study the nuclear interaction at 
short-distances and also support the use of point-like nucleons with two- and three-body effective 
interactions to describe nuclear systems up to densities several times higher than the central 
density of atomic nuclei.  
 
The binding of nucleons in nuclei disrupts the relationship 
between their mass (𝑚"), energy (ϵ) and momentum (𝑝) 
such that ϵ% ≠ (𝑚"𝑐%)% + (𝑝𝑐)%. Therefore, describing 
atomic nuclei requires modeling the interactions of ‘off-
shell’ nucleon pairs and triplets. Modern models of the 
nuclear interaction, however, are primarily constrained by 
free (on-shell) nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering data. 
Occasionally nucleon pairs at short-distance interact 
strongly, leading to very high momentum and 
correspondingly large off-shellness. These naturally 
occurring high-density fluctuations are called Short-
Ranged Correlations (SRCs) [7-9]. We endeavour to test 
whether modern NN interaction models can effectively be 
used to describe the interaction of these highly off-shell 
nucleons. 
To this end, we measured large momentum-transfer 
electron scattering from a range of nuclei, studying events 
where the electron scatters quasielastically (QE) from a 
bound nucleon, with either one or two protons detected in 
coincidence with the scattered electron, written as A(e,e’p) 
and A(e,e’pp) respectively (see Fig. 1). These 
measurements are done in kinematical conditions 
dominated by the hard breakup of SRC pairs. 
Our main observation is that in all measured nuclei, from 
12C to 208Pb, the extracted fraction of pp-SRC pairs 
increases linearly from nucleon momenta of about 400 to 
about 650 MeV/c, and then appears to level off. This 
indicates a transition from a spin-dependent (tensor) to a 
spin-independent (scalar) NN interaction at high-momenta. 
This transition is also observed in calculations using either 
phenomenological or Chiral Effective Field Theory- 
(𝜒EFT-) based NN interaction models, provided that they 
include a tensor interaction.  
The good agreement of the calculations with our data 
confirms the scalar nature of the NN interaction at very 
high-momenta and validates the use of point-like nucleons 
with effective interactions for modeling the nuclear 
interaction. This holds true even where the NN interaction 
is not directly constrained because the nucleons are highly 
off-shell. 
 
Electron Scattering SRC Studies 
Electron scattering is well described by single-photon 
exchange [7-14], where electrons scatter from the nucleus 
by transferring a single virtual photon carrying momentum 𝒒 and energy ω. In the high-resolution one-body view of 
QE scattering at large momentum transfer, this virtual 
photon is absorbed by a single off-shell nucleon with initial 
energy ϵ- and momentum 𝒑-. 
If the nucleon does not re-interact as it leaves the nucleus, 
it will emerge with momentum 𝒑" = 𝒑- + 𝒒 and energy ϵ" = 𝜔 + 𝜖-. Outgoing-nucleon rescattering from other 
nucleons can change the detected momentum and energy. 
However, we can still approximate the initial momentum 
and energy of that nucleon as the measured missing 
momentum 𝒑2-33 ≡ 𝒑" − 𝒒 ≈ 𝒑- and missing energy  𝐸2-33 ≡ 𝜔 − 𝑇" ≈ 𝑚" − ϵ- (where 𝑇" = 𝜖" −𝑚" is the 
detected-nucleon kinetic energy).  
Unlike nucleons in SRC pairs, almost all non-SRC 
nucleons in atomic nuclei occupy momentum states up to 
the nuclear Fermi momentum 𝑘: (~ 250 MeV/c). 
Therefore, when 𝑝2-33 > 𝑘:, the knockout nucleon should 
predominantly originate from an SRC pair and should be 
accompanied by the simultaneous emission of the other 
(recoil) nucleon with momentum 𝒑<=>?-@ ≈ −𝒑- [10-13, 
15, 16], see Extended Data Fig. 1. 
Previous A(e,e’p) studies observed that more complicated 
(non-QE) reaction mechanisms can lead to high 𝑝2-33 
events that are not due to the knockout of nucleons from 
SRC pairs. To minimize such contributions, our 
measurement was performed at kinematics where these 
non-SRC contributions were shown to be 
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suppressed [8, 17-19], namely: 𝑄% ≡ 𝒒% − ω% ≳ 1.5 
(GeV/c)2 and 𝑥H ≡ 𝑄% 2mKω⁄ ≥ 1.2, so that 𝒑2-33 was 
almost anti-parallel to 𝒒, and 𝑄% grows with 𝒑2-33. See 
Methods for details. 
Previous measurements of A(e,e’pN) reactions off 4He and 
12C, performed at similar kinematics, have shown that 
proton-neutron (pn) SRC pairs predominate over proton-
proton (pp) SRC pairs for  300 < 𝑝2-33 < 600 MeV/c by 
a factor of almost 20 [10-13, 15]. This is due to the 
dominance of the tensor part of the NN interaction in this 
momentum range. The tensor force only operates on spin-
1 NN pairs. As spin-1 pp-SRC pairs are suppressed by the 
Pauli exclusion principle, there are far more pn- than pp-
SRC pairs [7, 8, 17].  
At higher missing-momentum where the repulsive core of 
the NN interaction is expected to become dominant, the 
interaction should be predominantly scalar; i.e. one that 
operates on both spin-0 and spin-1 pairs. This transition 
should therefore lead to an increased fraction of pp-SRC 
pairs. Previous work [11] saw initial evidence for such an 
increase, but its data were statistically limited. 
Here we extend these studies by measuring the A(e,e’p) 
and A(e,e’pp) reactions for 400 ≤ 𝑝2-33 ≤ 1000 MeV/c 
for C, Al, Fe and Pb nuclei. The measurements were 
performed at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator 
Facility using a 5.01 GeV electron beam. The CEBAF 
Large Acceptance Spectrometer, CLAS, (Fig. 1) [20] was 
used to detect and identify the scattered electron and 
knockout protons and reconstruct their momenta, see 
Methods for details.  
We selected (e,e’p) events by considering all measured 
events with a scattered electron with 𝑥H ≥ 1.2 and a 
“leading” proton detected within a narrow cone of 25o 
around 𝒒, carrying at least 60% of the transferred 
momentum (𝑝" 𝑞⁄ > 0.6), and resulting in 400 <	𝑝2-33 < 1000 MeV/c. (e,e’pp) events are a subset of  
(e,e’p) events where a second, “recoil”, proton was 
detected with momentum greater than 350 MeV/c. This 
recoil proton has significantly smaller momenta and a 
much wider angular distribution than the high-momentum 
leading proton.  See Extended Data Figs. 2 - 5 for selected 
kinematical distributions of the measured (e,e’p) and 
(e,e’pp) events. 
 
Cross-Section Modeling 
To quantitatively relate observations to the underlying 
nuclear interaction, we need to calculate the nucleon 
knockout cross section starting directly from the NN 
interaction. 
At the high-Q2 kinematics of our measurement the 
differential A(e,e’p) nucleon knockout cross sections can 
be approximately factorized as [14, 21]: 
Eq. 1       WXYWZ[\W]\[WZ^_W]_ = 𝑝"ϵ" ∙ 𝜎=b ∙ 𝑆(𝒑-, ϵ-), 
 
 
Fig. 1 | Using Electron Scattering Measurements to Test the Nuclear Interaction. 5 Giga Electron-Volt (GeV) electrons 
from the Jefferson Lab accelerator impinge on nuclei and break apart short-range correlated (SRC) nucleon pairs. The CLAS 
spectrometer is used to detect the scattered electron and knockout protons which allows reconstructing their initial state inside 
the nucleus. By combining many such measurements, the distribution of such pairs inside the nucleus is assembled and 
compared to theoretical calculations using different models of the strong nuclear interaction. 
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where 𝒌e and ϵ′g are the final electron momentum and 
energy, 𝜎=b is the off-shell electron-nucleon cross section  
[21] and 𝑆(𝒑-, ϵ-) is the nuclear spectral function that 
defines the probability for finding a nucleon in the nucleus 
with momentum 𝒑- and energy ϵ- [22]. Different models of 
the nuclear interaction can  produce different spectral 
functions, making the measured cross sections sensitive to 
the nuclear interaction model. 
This commonly used approximation only considers the 
case where the virtual photon couples to a single nucleon, 
described using a one-body reaction operator. The full 
cross-section however also has contributions from many-
body operators where the virtual photon couples to more 
than one nucleon. The contribution of the latter depends on 
the NN interaction model used in the calculation and is very 
hard to calculate. However, comparisons between 
experimental data and this model can indicate the size of 
the many-body contributions in different kinematical 
regimes and these can later be quantified by more detailed 
calculations. 
The two-nucleon knockout cross section can be factorized 
similarly to Eq. 1 by replacing the single-nucleon spectral 
function with the two-nucleon decay function that defines 
the probability of finding nucleons with momenta 𝒑- and 𝒑<=>?-@ such that the A-1 system (the A-2 nucleus plus the 
recoil proton) has energy 𝐸< [9, 15, 17]. See Supplementary 
Information for details. 
Ab-initio many-body calculations of the nuclear spectral 
and decay functions are currently computationally 
unfeasible [1]. However, for the specific case of interacting 
with SRC pairs (i.e. 𝑝- ≈ 𝑝2-33 > 𝑘:), we can effectively 
approximate these functions using the Generalized Contact 
Formalism (GCF) [22-25] which assumes that at very high 
momenta, the nuclear wave-function can be described as 
consisting of an SRC pair and a residual A-2 system. The 
abundance of SRC pairs is given by nuclear contact terms 
extracted from ab-initio many-body calculations of pair 
momentum distributions [24, 25]. 
Therefore, in the GCF, the high-momentum proton spectral 
function of Eq. 1 is approximated by a sum over pp and pn 
SRC pairs, which allows calculating (e,e’p) and (e,e’pp) 
cross sections using different nuclear interaction models as 
input [13, 22].  
We consider two commonly used NN interaction models: 
the phenomenological AV18 [4] and the 𝜒EFT local N2LO 
[5] interactions, as well as the simplified, tensor-less, AV4’ 
interaction. The 𝜒EFT potentials considered here include 
explicit cutoffs at distances of 1.0 fm and 1.2 fm 
corresponding to momentum cutoffs of about 400 − 500 
MeV/c [26]. We do not expect these interactions to work 
well above this cutoff (see Methods for details). 
We compared the GCF cross sections to experimental data 
using Monte Carlo integration, accounting for the CLAS 
acceptance, resolution, and residual reaction effects 
(radiation, transparency and single-charge exchange). The 
systematic uncertainty of the calculation was estimated by 
varying the GCF and detector model parameters. See 
Methods for details on the GCF model and its 
implementation.   
Measurement Results 
Fig. 2 shows the measured (e,e’pp) / (e,e’p) event yield 
ratio as a function of 𝑝2-33 for C, Al, Fe and Pb. The ratio 
increases linearly from 400 to about 650 MeV/c and then 
appears to flatten out for all measured nuclei. The observed 
increase in this ratio, i.e., the fraction of (e,e’p) events with 
a recoil proton, is qualitatively consistent with the expected 
transition from a predominantly tensor to a predominantly 
scalar interaction at high 𝑝2-33.  
For 12C, the measured ratio is compared with GCF 
calculations using the AV18 and N2LO interactions that  
 
Fig. 2 | Missing momentum dependence of the two- to one-proton knockout reaction yield ratio. Measured (e,e’pp) / (e,e’p) 
event yields ratios shown as a function of the (e,e’p) missing momentum. (a) 12C data compared with theoretical calculations 
based on the GCF framework using different models of the NN interaction. (b) Comparison of C, Al, Fe, and Pb data and the 
GCF AV18 12C calculation. The width of the bands and the data error bars show the model systematic uncertainties and data 
statistical uncertainties, respectively, each at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. 
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are in excellent agreement with the data. The scalar-only 
AV4’ interaction (i.e., which lacks the tensor force) agrees 
with data in the scalar-dominated high-momentum region 
but fails in the tensor-dominated low-momentum region. 
At high-momenta all calculations predict a pp-SRC pair 
fraction of ~1/3 (Extended Data Fig. 6 (c)), which is equal 
to the scalar limit one obtains by simple pair counting (see 
calculation in Methods).  This value of 1/3 is then reduced 
experimentally by the CLAS acceptance and residual 
reaction effects.  
Fig. 3 shows the absolute measured and calculated 
12C(e,e’pp) and 12C(e,e’p) yields as a function of 𝑝2-33 and 
as a function of 𝐸2-33 for different bins in 𝑝2-33. The 
average value of 𝐸2-33 increases with 𝑝2-33, peaking at the 
expected value for the breakup of an SRC pair at rest, 
marked by a red arrow in Fig. 3 (see Eq. 2 in Methods). 
This supports our interpretation of the measured process 
being dominated by interacting with an SRC pair with the 
A-2 residual system being a spectator [27]. 
The GCF calculations follow the same trend as the data. 
The AV18 interaction agrees with the data over the entire 𝐸2-33	and 𝑝2-33 range. The simplified AV4’ interaction, as 
expected, does not describe the momentum distributions 
well. The N2LO interactions describe the data well up to  
about 600 MeV/c. The latter observation is surprising since 
the 𝜒EFT cutoff truncates the NN interaction quite 
severely, leading to very large expected uncertainties 
already at the cutoff scale. The fact that interactions studied 
here use position-space regulator makes their truncation 
effects significant at a high momentum scale of 600 – 700 
MeV/c. 
While for 𝑝2-33 > 600 MeV/c the 𝜒EFT calculations 
disagree with the individual 12C(e,e’pp) and 12C(e,e’p) 
yields, as expected. This disagreement however largely 
cancels in the (e,e’pp) / (e,e’p) yield ratio, indicating that 
such ratios are good observables that are sensitive to the 
operator structure of the NN interaction. 
We therefore use the (e,e’pp) / (e,e’p) ratios to extract the 
relative abundance of np/pp SRC pairs (i.e. contact term 
ratios) by fitting the contacts in the GCF calculation to the 
data (see Methods for details). The resulting contact ratios 
are listed in Extended Data Table 1. The C contact ratios 
are consistent with those extracted from ab-initio 
calculations [24, 25] and the ratios of heavier nuclei 
relative to 12C are observed to be model-independent 
quantities, as expected [25].  
Extended Data Figs. 3 and 4 show good agreement between 
the data and GCF calculation for various other kinematical 
distributions. 
  
 
Fig. 3 | Missing momentum and energy dependence of one- and two-proton knockout reaction yields.  Measured 12C(e,e’p) 
(a, c-f) and 12C(e,e’pp) (b, g-j) event yields shown as a function of the (e,e’p) missing momentum (a,b) and missing energy (c-j). 
The data are compared with theoretical calculations based on the GCF framework, using different models of the NN interaction. 
The arrows mark the expected missing energy for interacting with a stationary pair with relative momentum that equals the 
mean of each missing-momentum bin. The width of the bands and the data error bars show the model systematic uncertainties 
and data statistical uncertainties, respectively, each at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. 
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The agreement between the data and the AV18 interaction-
based calculations corroborates the validity of the 
assumptions made in the GCF model, namely the 
dominance of the interaction of an SRC nucleon pair with 
the electron via a one-body current operator. On the other 
hand, we stress that the disagreement we find at higher 
momentum between the 𝜒EFT-based calculations and the 
data does not necessarily indicate a problem with the NN 
interaction. As the theoretical cross section is sensitive to 
both the nuclear interaction and the current operator, the 
shortcomings of the calculations might be attributed to 
two-body currents. Additionally, the approximations made 
in the GCF model, e.g. neglecting three-body SRCs, may 
explain some of the disagreement. 
Two additional tests confirm the suppression of non-QE 
reaction mechanisms: (1) the A(e,e’p) and A(e,e’pp) 𝑝2-33	and 𝐸2-33	distributions for nuclei from C to Pb are 
identical within uncertainties, indicating the suppression of 
A-dependent non-QE reaction mechanisms, and (2) the 
distribution of the kinematical variables that are most 
sensitive to non-QE reaction mechanisms, such as the 
angle between 𝒑2-33 and q [8, 17, 19], are well described 
by the GCF-based simulation, see Extended Data Fig. 3  
and Supplementary Information for details.  
Lastly, due to the high initial-momenta of the measured 
protons, we assessed the possible impact of relativistic 
effects on the nuclear wave-function in the GCF spectral 
function. As fully relativistic nuclear potentials and wave-
functions are unavailable, relativistic effects can only be 
treated in an approximate and model-dependent manner. 
Here we used the relativistic nuclear light cone (LC) 
formalism of [9], which was previously used for SRC 
studies using nucleon knockout reactions [15], see 
Supplementary Information for details.  
Extended data Fig. 7 shows relativistic LC calculations 
compared with the same data shown in Fig 3. The 
relativistic corrections somewhat reduce the agreement 
with (e,e’pp) data at lower momenta and significantly 
improve the agreement of 𝜒EFT-based calculations with 
both (e,e’p)  and (e,e’pp)  data at higher momenta. This is 
because, in kinematics of our measurement, the relativistic 
treatment reduces the effective relative momenta of the 
probed NN pairs, bringing it closer to the 𝜒EFT cutoff 
scale. This suggests that the importance of two-body 
operators in 𝜒EFT-based calculations at large pmiss might 
be small, and should be studied in the future using 
dedicated relativistic calculations. 
 
Conclusions 
The measured A(e,e’pp) / A(e,e’p) cross-section ratio is 
observed to be nucleus independent, indicating a transition 
from behavior reflecting the tensor character of NN pairs at 
to behavior described by spin-independent correlations at 
high 𝑝2-33. The large momentum transfer electron 
scattering measurements reported here are thus sensitive to 
the detailed characteristics of the NN interaction at high 
relative momenta. 
The one-body GCF approximation describes the data well 
up to very high missing momenta, even though the input 
NN interaction models were not directly fit to high-
momentum data.  
These NN interactions result from the quark-gluon 
structure of nucleons. Measurements of quark distributions 
in nuclei are often explained by modifying bound-nucleon 
structure [7, 28]. Such modifications were recently 
associated with the large spatial overlap and large off-
shellness of nucleons in SRC pairs [7, 29, 30]. Our results 
however suggest that even if such modifications exist, they 
do not significantly impact the effective modeling of the 
NN interaction. 
Our data also point to the importance of two-body 
interaction operators and relativistic effects at high-
momenta and calls for more elaborate theoretical 
calculations. Combined with forthcoming three-nucleon 
knockout measurements, such calculations will also allow 
for future studies of the loosely constrained three-nucleon 
(i.e. NNN) interaction. 
Lastly, we provide strong support for the use of point-like 
nucleons with effective interactions for modeling both 
atomic nuclei and dense astrophysical systems such as 
neutron stars, whose outer core already exceeds the nuclear 
saturation density. 
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Methods: 
 
CLAS Detector and Particle Identification 
CLAS was a 6-sector toroidal magnetic spectrometer [20]. Each sector was equipped with three layers of drift chambers, 
time-of-flight scintillation counters, Cerenkov counters, and electromagnetic calorimeters. The drift chambers and time-
of-flight scintillation counters covered in-plane scattering angles from about 8o to 140o, while the Cerenkov counters and 
electromagnetic calorimeters covered about 8o to 45o. The 6 sectors collectively covered 50-80% of the out-of-plane 
angle. 
Charged particles’ positions were measured in the drift chambers, allowing reconstruction of their trajectories as they 
bent due to the influence of the toroidal magnetic field. The charge of charged particles (electrons and protons in this 
work) and their momenta were determined from their reconstructed trajectories. We consider only charged particles 
whose trajectories were reconstructed to originate in the location of the solid target foil, see [31] for details. 
Electrons were distinguished from pions by requiring a large signal in the Cerenkov counters, as well as a large energy 
deposition in the Electromagnetic Calorimeters that is proportional to momentum. Protons were identified by requiring 
that their time-of-flight, measured by the scintillation counters, be within two standard deviations of the calculated time-
of-flight based on the momentum reconstructed in the drift chambers, assuming the particle has the mass of a proton. 
 
Measurement Kinematics and Reaction Mechanism Effects: 
Experimentally, we measure final-state particles and reconstruct the initial state of the nucleons, before the electron 
interaction, based on modeling of the electron scattering reaction using the GCF to model the nuclear spectral and decay 
functions [9, 15, 17, 22-25, 32-34]. This work focuses on the specific interpretation of the data in terms of QE electron 
scattering from a single nucleon, as shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. However, as shown by previous studies, the reaction 
can also include contributions from (1) meson-exchange currents (MEC), (2) isobar currents (exciting the struck nucleon 
to an intermediate excited state), (3) elastic and inelastic nucleon rescattering (final-state interactions, FSIs), and (4) 
single charge exchange (SCX) reactions, that would all lead to a similar final state as the QE scattering reaction. The 
relative contribution of these reaction mechanisms depends on the kinematics of the experiment [17-19, 35-39], see Ref. 
[7, 8] and references therein for a detailed discussion and review of previous experimental and theoretical studies. For 
example, Isobar currents are suppressed for xB > 1, as, for a given Q2, the virtual photon transfers less energy and is less 
likely to excite the nucleon to a higher energy state. 
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For high missing momentum events, elastic FSIs include rescattering of the outgoing nucleon with the other nucleon of 
the SRC pair or with the other nucleons in the residual nucleus. At large knock-out nucleon momenta, such rescattering, 
as well as SCX interactions, can be estimated using a generalized Eikonal approximation in a Glauber framework [18, 
19, 40], previously shown to well-reproduce experimental data [41-43]. These calculations show that in our kinematics, 
elastic FSIs are largely confined to nucleons in close proximity, and the largest part of the scattering cross section can 
be attributed to rescattering between nucleons of the SRC pair [44]. Therefore, FSI predominantly leads to flux reduction 
that can be quantified in terms of a transparency factor.  
SCX can turn proton knockout events into neutron knockout events – reducing the measured proton yield – as well as 
turn neutron knockout events into proton knockout events – increasing the measured proton yield. The rate of both (p,n) 
and (n,p) SCX can similarly be quantified by probability factors.  
In addition, rescattering between the knockout and recoil nucleons (i.e. the nucleons of the pair) can also distort the 
kinematics of the measured events. Previous studies of the deuteron show that, in the kinematics of the current 
measurement, such internal pair rescattering is strongly suppressed [39]. 
Thus, the two main reaction mechanisms that effect our measurement are reductions in the measured cross-section due 
to transparency, and SCX-induced enhancements due to neutron knockout interactions. 
One should note that this simple QE picture, with suppressed elastic FSIs, is strongly supported by the fact that it 
describes well both high-Q2 electron-scattering data and high-energy proton scattering data [15, 45], which have very 
different reaction mechanisms. In addition, the results of the electron- and proton-scattering experiments give consistent 
SRC-pair isospin ratios [10, 13, 15] and CM momentum distributions [16, 45, 46]. 
Non-QE reaction mechanisms such as small-angle leading-nucleon rescattering can modify the measured kinematics. 
By changing the leading-nucleon momentum, rescattering can cause events with high missing-momentum that originate 
from interactions with low initial-momentum nucleons. These effects are not accounted for by the SCX and transparency 
corrections detailed below and can therefore interfere with the interpretation of the data. 
Such effects have characteristic kinematics and are expected to increase with nuclear size (i.e. be larger for heavier 
nuclei). As detailed in the online supplementary materials, we do not observe the expected characteristic behaviors and 
do observe that the data measured for different nuclei are very similar (see Extended data Fig. 2 and 3). This indicates 
that A-dependent effects are small and that our data is not significantly distorted by re-scattering effects that go beyond 
transparency and SCX. See online supplementary materials for details. 
 
GCF Model: Input Parameters, reaction mechanism corrections, and comparison with experimental data  
The GCF cross-section model and its calculation method are detailed in the online supplementary materials. Here we 
discuss the model input parameters, corrections for FSI and SCX effects, and assessment of the model systematic 
uncertainty. 
The GCF cross-section calculation requires four external inputs: 
1. Nuclear contact values (𝐶""j ): For the AV18, AV4’, and N2LO we use nuclear contacts that were previously 
extracted from analyses of two-nucleon momentum distributions [24, 25], obtained from many-body Quantum 
Monte-Carlo calculations for C [47, 48].  Because we normalize the simulated event yields to the integrated number 
of (e,e’p) data events, our calculations are only sensitive to the relative values of the contacts. 
2. Universal 𝜑lm%j (𝑝m%) functions: These are taken as the solution of the two-body Schrodinger equation for nucleon 
pair 1-2 with quantum numbers 𝛼, see Refs. [23-25] for details. 𝜑lm%j (𝒑m%) are nucleus-independent, but depend on 
the NN interaction model used in its calculation. In the case of the spin-1 (𝑠 = 1) quantum state this amounts to the 
deuteron wave-function shown in Extended Data Fig. 6 (a). For the spin-0 (𝑠 = 0) quantum state it is the zero-energy 
solution of the two-body NN system, see Extended Data Fig. 6 (b) for the pp channel. 
3. SRC pairs center-of-mass momentum distributions: These distributions were studied both theoretically [49, 50] and 
experimentally [11, 16, 45, 46] and were found to be well described by a three-dimensional gaussian that is defined 
by its width. For the nuclei considered here, both measurements and theoretical calculations show this width to be 
about 150 ± 20 MeV/c [16]. 
4. Excitation energy of the A-2 system: Unlike the other inputs mentioned above,	𝐸pq%∗  was never measured before and 
can therefore take any value up to about the Fermi-energy (~ 30 MeV). 
 
The comparison of the GCF model with experimental data is done using Monte Carlo integration. We implemented the 
GCF cross-section model (both the regular and light-cone versions [9, 15, 51-53]) into an event generator that simulates 
the reaction shown in Extended Data Fig. 1, in which an electron has a hard scattering from a nucleon in an SRC pair 
within a nucleus, causing both the struck nucleon and the correlated partner nucleon to be ejected from the nucleus. 
Events are weighted by the GCF cross-section and we account for electron radiation effects using the peaking 
approximation detailed in Ref. [54], where the radiated photon is emitted in the direction of either the incoming or 
outgoing electron. See online supplementary materials for details. 
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To compare our event generator to data, we take the following steps: 
• Generate Monte Carlo events as explained above, 
• Multiply the weight of each event by the CLAS detection efficiency for the particles detected in that event, 
• Smear the generated electron and proton momenta to account for the CLAS resolution,  
• Reject events with particles that would not have been detected by CLAS,  
• Apply the same event selection cuts used to select data-events.  
We accounted for transparency and single-charge exchange (SCX) following Refs. [13, 18] by constructing the following 
relations: Eq. 1																							𝜎pt=,=\bbuvwb = 							𝜎pt=,=\bbuxy: ∙ 𝑃pbb ∙ 𝑇p"" +																																 	𝜎pt=,=\{buxy: ∙ 𝑃p[{]b ∙ 𝑇p"" + 
           		𝜎pt=,=\b{uxy: ∙ 𝑃pb[{] ∙ 𝑇p"", 
 𝜎pt=,=\buvwb = ~𝜎pt=,=\bbuxy: + 𝜎pt=,=\b{uxy:  ∙ 𝑃pbb ∙ 𝑇p" + 																																				𝜎pt=,=\{buxy: 													 ∙ 𝑃p[{]b ∙ 𝑇p" + 																																	𝜎pt=,=\{{	uxy: 												 ∙ 𝑃p[{]{ ∙ 𝑇p", 
where 𝜎xy:are the GCF simulated events for process X without FSI or SCX, and the PA and 𝑇p factors are multiplied to 
the event weights to account for SCX and transparency probabilities, respectively. The PA and 𝑇p factors do not affect 
the kinematics of the calculated events. 𝑇p"" refers to the transparency for both the leading and recoil nucleons being emitted simultaneously, while 𝑇p" refers to 
the transparency for the leading nucleon independent of the recoil nucleon. We assume that the transparencies for protons 
and neutrons are the same, and therefore independent of SCX.  
As SCX probabilities are different for protons and neutrons and for high and low momentum, the NN superscript notation 
in the P factor marks the exact process being considered, such that particle with (without) square brackets are the ones 
that undergo (do not undergo) SCX. For example 𝑃p[b]b is  the probability that a leading proton in a pp pair undergoes 
SCX, 𝑃pb[b] is this probability for the recoil proton, and 𝑃pbb = 1 − 𝑃p[b]b − 𝑃pb[b] is the probability that no proton 
undergoes SCX. As can be seen, SCX changes final state neutrons to protons and vice versa. We neglect cases where 
more than one particle undergoes SCX as these have negligible probability.  
The values used for these probabilities are listed in Supplementary Information Table I. They are based on the Glauber 
calculations of Ref. [18], which agree well with experimental data [41-43]. Both the Glauber calculation and data show 
that, for the kinematics of the current measurements, these probabilities are energy independent for the leading nucleon. 
The leading nucleon transparency forces the (e,e’pp) reaction to take place near the nuclear surface such that the energy 
dependence of the recoil nucleon transparency is also expected to be very small. As these effects are model-dependent, 
we chose to include them in the calculated cross sections, leaving the data fully model independent. 
 
GCF Model: Systematic Uncertainties 
Uncertainty on the GCF and event-generator input parameters (e.g., CLAS resolution factors, transparency factors, SCX 
probabilities, Nuclear Contacts, SRC pair center-of-mass motion, A−2 system excitation energy, and the pair relative 
momentum value for the onset of the SRC regime) all contribute to the total systematic uncertainty of the calculation. 
We accounted for that by simulating a large number of “universes”, in which these input parameters are each randomly 
drawn from prior probability distributions. We then examined the spread of the generator results across this space of 
universes to produce a systematic uncertainty band that captures 68% of the examined parameter combinations.  
The following values and Gaussian uncertainties were used for these parameters for 12C: 
• σCM, the gaussian width of the SRC pair center-of-mass momentum distribution [16]: 150 ± 20 MeV/c.  
• The nuclear contacts for AV18, AV4’ and N2LO are taken from Ref. [25], specifically the k-space fits in their 
supplementary materials Table 1. 
• SCX and nuclear transparency probabilities and uncertainties (Supplementary Information Table I) are taken from 
Ref. [13]  
• 𝐸pq%∗ , the excitation energy of the residual A − 2 system, was varied uniformly between 0 − 30 MeV.  
• The 𝑝<=@2-{ cutoff in the universal two-body functions was varied uniformly between 250 and 350 MeV/c.  
• The simulated electron resolution was varied uniformly between 1.0 − 1.5%.  
• The simulated proton resolution was varied uniformly between 0.8 − 1.2%.  
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• The off-shell electron-nucleon cross section was chosen to be either σCC1 or σCC2 from Ref. [21]. 
We note that while the individual parameter uncertainties are independent of each other, their impact on the calculated 
cross-section can be correlated. e.g. both 𝐸pq%∗  and σCM can affect the initial pair energy in a similar manner (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). By varying all parameters simultaneously we include the effects of such correlations. We also note that the 
use of σCC1 vs. σCC2 is a discrete choice, in contrast to all other variations that are continuous. We compared the 
calculations done using only σCC1 and only σCC2 and do not see a significant difference in the resulting distributions. 
 
Initial Nucleon Energy: 
We use the convention that the spectral function depends on ϵ-, the initial off-shell energy of the struck nucleon prior to 
scattering.  The expected initial off-shell energy for nucleons in a stationary pair is given by: 
Eq. 2           ϵ- = 𝑚p −𝑚pq% − 𝑝-% + 𝑚"% ,																			      
which is shown by red arrows in Fig. 3 and Extended Data Fig. 7 (d - k). 
 
Scalar Limit Estimation: 
The general expectation for a fully scalar NN interaction and a symmetric nucleus, is that the abundance of pairs will be 
equal for all isospin, spin, and spin-projection states. This implies that the number of spin-1 pn-SRC pairs should be 
three times the number of spin-0 pp-, pn-, and nn-pairs due to the three possible spin orientations. Therefore, simple 
counting implies: Eq. 3										 #=\bb#=eb = %"^^%"^^"^"^ = %"(%m)" = m	,																		       
where 𝑁""3 is the number of NN pairs in a spin S state. This limit is shown as the dashed line labeled ‘scalar limit’ in 
Extended Data Fig. 6 (c). 
 
Cutoff Dependence and Non-Local Chiral Interactions: 
In addition to the local interactions studied in this work, nuclear structure calculations are often performed using non-
local interactions, which feature different high-momentum asymptotic behavior as compared to local ones. The non-
local versions of the 𝜒EFT interactions have momentum-space cutoffs and are considered to be ‘softer’ than the local 
interactions studied here. 
The main limitation for studying such interactions using the GCF framework presented here is that, at the moment, there 
are no available calculations of the two-nucleon momentum distribution in 12C using these interactions. Therefore, we 
are unable to determine the nuclear contacts for these interactions in a fully theoretical fashion as is done for the local 
interactions considered above. 
One previous work [22] studied the non-local N3LO(600 MeV/c) interaction [5] using the GCF by extracting the ratio 
of spin-1 to spin-0 contacts from a fit to the experimental data of Refs. [10, 11]. While this procedure cannot be compared 
on an equal footing with the fully theoretical predictions we have for the local interactions, it is still interesting to see 
how they compare with each other and with the data. This comparison is shown in Extended Data Fig. 8, which is 
equivalent to Fig. 2 (a) and 3 (a,b) of the main text. As can be seen, the non-local N3LO(600 MeV/c) interaction seems 
to reproduce the experimental data well up to its cutoff, but then decays faster than the local interactions. This is an 
encouraging observation as the 600 MeV/c cutoff of this interaction is well above the 300 MeV/c c.m. momentum cutoff 
of the NN phase-shift data used in its construction. 
The predictions of the N3LO(600 MeV/c) interaction are quite similar to those of the N2LO(1.2 fm) interaction. This 
might seem surprising as the 1.2 fm cutoff corresponds to momenta of ~400 MeV/c [26, 56] that is smaller than 600 
MeV/c and, as mentioned in the main text, one expects large errors in the predictions of the different 𝜒EFT interactions 
already at their cutoff scale. Our observations, consistent with theoretical expectations, indicate that for the processes 
being studied here the nature of the position-space regulators makes their effects significant only at a relatively high 
momenta scale of 600 – 700 MeV/c, see Fig. 3 (d) – (i). 
Future studies will focus on using the experimental data provided in this work (which is much more detailed than that 
of Refs. [10, 11]) to fit the nuclear contacts for different local and non-local interactions and study the dependence of 
the results on the chiral expansion order and cutoff. 
For completeness, we note that from a theoretical standpoint, the reaction diagram used for the GCF calculations and 
shown in Extended Data Fig. 1 can be viewed as a ‘high-resolution’ starting point for a unitary-transformed calculation 
[55]. As a thought exercise, the 𝜒EFT NN interactions used here can be considered as resulting from applying unitary 
transformations to models that have shorter distance / higher-momentum cutoffs.  As this process would introduce many-
body interaction currents to the description of the electron scattering reaction, the use of a high-resolution (one-body) 
reaction description with 𝜒EFT interactions, as done in this work, is non-trivial. This is one explanation for the 
disagreement between the data and calculations at high pmiss. The data presented here can therefore quantify the 
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importance of such many-body effects and demonstrate that they become significant only above the cutoff for non-
relativistic calculations and at much higher momenta when relativistic effects are accounted for. This can help guide 
future studies of effects such as relativity and non-nucleonic degrees of freedom. 
 
Fitting Contact Ratios to (e,e’pp)/(e,e’p) data: 
In addition to using the 12C contact values determined by Ref. [25] to make GCF predictions, we also used the 
measured (e,e’pp)/(e,e’p) data (Fig. 2b) to infer the ratio of spin-0 to spin-1 contacts, 𝐶bb3/𝐶b{3m, for each 
measured nucleus. We specifically used (e,e’pp)/(e,e’p) ratio as cut-off effects largely cancel. We employed 
Bayesian inference with the contact ratio being the sole parameter of interest. All other GCF parameters were 
treated as nuisance parameters and were integrated out, with prior distributions matching the systematic 
uncertainty sampling distributions described above. We assumed a scale-invariant prior on the ratio of interest, 𝐶bb3/𝐶b{3m. Additionally, we assume a ratio of spin-0 contacts, 𝐶bb3/𝐶b{3 of 1 for C, Al, and Fe. For Pb, this 
ratio was assumed to equal 82 / 126 = 0.65.  
To evaluate the likelihood of the data for a given set of values of the GCF parameters, we multiplied the 
individual likelihoods of the 10 data points in Fig. 2b, assuming the data were distributed normally. The 
posterior distribution was determined by scanning over 𝐶bb3/𝐶b{3m and Monte Carlo integrating over all 
nuisance parameters at each step.  
The results are presented in Extended Data Table 1. The central value is the maximum (mode) of the posterior 
distribution while the uncertainty intervals are the smallest intervals containing 68.3% (1σ) and 95.5% (2σ) of 
the total posterior. The table also shows the double ratio of contacts for nucleus A relative to C which is 
independent of the NN interaction model [25]. 
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | SRC pair breakup: Diagrammatic representation and 4-momentum kinematics of the two-
nucleon knockout A(e,e’Np) reaction, within the SRC model. Dashed red lines represent off-shell particles and solid 
black lines represent detected particles. The A-2 system is undetected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Extended Data Fig. 2 | Kinematical distributions and A(e,e’pp) / A(e,e’p) ratios for A = 12 – 208 Nuclei: 
Comparison of the number of events plotted versus (e,e’p) missing momentum (c, f), Q2 (d, g) and xB (e, h) for 
A(e,e’p) (c-e) and A(e,e’pp) (f-h) reactions. The total number of counts in Al (light blue), Fe (orange), and Pb (purple) 
was scaled to match that of C (dark blue).  The bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the data. 
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Kinematical distributions and A(e,e’pp) / A(e,e’p) ratios for A = 12 – 208 
Nuclei: Comparison of the number of e nts plotted versus (e,e’p) missing momentum (c, f), Q2 (d, g) 
and xB (e, h  for (e,e’ c-e) and A(e,e’pp) (f-h) reactions. The total number of counts in Al (light blu , 
Fe (orange), and Pb (purple) was scaled to match that of C (dark blue).  The bands indicate the statistical 
uncertainty of the data. 
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Momentum-transfer and missing-momentum angular correlations: Distribution of the 
relative angle between the momentum transfer q and the (e,e’p) missing momentum for A(e,e’p) (top) and A(e,e’pp) 
(bottom) reactions. Left: Comparison of 12C data and GCF calculations using different NN interaction models (colored 
bands). Right: Comparison of data for C (blue), Al (light blue), Fe (orange), and Pb (purple) nuclei. The width of the 
band and the data error bars show the model systematic uncertainties and data statistical uncertainties, respectively, 
each at the 1σ or 68% confidence level.  The total number of counts in the Al, Fe and Pb data has been scaled to match 
C.  The bands in panels b and d indicate the statistical uncertainty of the data. 
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | omentum-transfer and missing- omentum angular correlations: 
Distribution of the relative angle between the momentum transfer q and the (e,e’p) missing momentum 
for A(e,e’p) (top) and A(e,e’pp) (bottom) reactions. Left: Comparison of 12C data and GCF calculations 
using different NN interaction models (colored ba ds). Right: Comparison of d ta for C (blu ), Al 
(light blue), Fe (orange), and Pb (purple) nuclei. The width of the band and the data error bars show the 
model systematic uncertainties and data statistical uncertainties, respectively, each at the 1σ or 68% 
confidence level.  The total number of counts in the Al, Fe and Pb data has been scaled to match C.  
The bands in panels b and d indicate the statistical uncertainty of the data. 
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Electron and proton kinematics: Scattered-electron and proton momentum and angle 
distributions for 12C(e,e’p) (a, c, e, h) and 12C(e,e’pp) (b, d, f, g, i, j) events. Colored bands show GCF calculations. 
The width of the band and the data error bars show the model systematic uncertainties and data statistical uncertainties, 
respectively, each at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. 
 
 
 
Extended Data Fig. 5 | Kinematic Correlations of 12C(e,e’p) Events. Q2 versus missing momentum distribution of 12C(e,e’p) 
data (a). Due to the event selection criteria, as Pmiss approaches 1 GeV/c, the minimum Q2 of the data approaches 3 GeV/c . Emiss 
versus Pmiss of 12C(e,e’p) data (b). The red line indicates the expected Emiss-Pmiss correlation for the break-up of a stationary pair. 
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Electron and proton kinematics: Scattered-electron and proton momentum 
and angle distributions for 12C(e,e’p) (a, c, e, h) and 12C(e,e’pp) (b, d, f, g, i, j) events. Colored bands 
show GCF calculations. The width of the band and the data error bars show the model systematic 
uncertainties and data statistical uncertainties, respectively, each at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. 
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Universal functions for pp and np pairs and the momentum dependence of their ratio. Proton-
neutron (a) and proton-proton (b) relative momentum distributions for different NN interaction models studied in this work as well 
as the momentum dependence of the fraction of protons belonging to pp-SRC pairs in 12C (c). 
 
 
 
 
Extended Data Fig. 7 | LC Calculations of the nuclear spectral function and momentum fractions. Same as Fig. 3 (a) – (j), 
with the addition of reconstructed initial light-cone momentum fraction carried by the struck nucleon for (e,e’p) (k) and 
(e,e’pp) (l) events as well as the total pair light-cone momentum fraction for (e,e’pp) events (m). Bands show the 
results of GCF calculations using LC formalism and various NN interaction models. The width of the band and the 
data error bars show the model systematic uncertainties and data statistical uncertainties, respectively, each at the 1σ or 
68% confidence level. 
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Universal functions for pp and np pairs and the momentum dependence of their ratio. Proton-
neutron (a) and proton-proton (b) relative momentum distributions for different NN interaction models studied in this work as 
well as the momentum dependence of the fraction of protons belonging to pp-SRC pairs in 12C (c). 
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | LC Calculations of the nuclear spectral function and momentum fractions. Same as Fig. 3 (a) – 
(j), with the addition of reconstructed initial light-cone momentum fraction carried by the struck nucleon for (e,e’p) (k) 
and (e,e’pp) (l) events as well as the total pair light-cone momentum fraction for (e,e’pp) events (m). Bands show 
the results of GCF calculations using LC formalism and various NN interaction models. The width of the band and 
the data error bars show the model systematic uncertainties and data statistical uncertainties, respectively, each at the 
1σ or 68% confidence level. 
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Scale dependence and non-local Interactions: Same as Fig. 2 (a) and 3 (a,b), but including 
the non-local N3LO(600) interaction also. The width of the band and the data error bars show the model systematic 
uncertainties and data statistical uncertainties, respectively, each at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. See Methods for 
details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Extended Data Table 1 | Extracted Contact Ratios: 𝐶bb3/𝐶{b3m	for different nuclei as extracted by fitting the GCF 
calculation to the A(e,e’pp)/A(e,e’p) data shown in Fig. 2b. The uncertainties are shown at the 1σ (2σ) or 68% (95.5%) 
confidence level. 
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Scale dependence and non-local Interactions: Same as Fig. 2 (a) and 3 (a,b), but 
including the non-local N3LO(600) interaction also. The width of the band and the data error bars show the model 
systematic uncertainties and data statistical uncertainties, respectively, each at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. See 
Methods for details. 
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Supplementary Materials 
 
The GCF Model 
The derivation of the GCF and its application for describing SRCs in nuclei are detailed in Refs. [22-25, 32, 
33].  It is applicable at missing momenta where SRC dominates [24, 25]. Here we review its main 
characteristics that are relevant for this work. 
The GCF is a generalization of the atomic contact formalism, successfully used to describe scale-separated, 
strongly interacting, two-component Fermi systems. It assumes that at very high momenta, the asymptotic 
nuclear many-body ground state wave function Ψp can be factorized into an SRC pair and a residual A-2 
system as [24, 25]: Eq. 1										Ψp b→⎯⎯⎯𝜑lm%j (𝒑m%)𝐴m%j t𝑷m%, {𝒑g}gm,%u,j 													 
where 𝛼 denotes the SRC pair quantum numbers, 𝜑lm%j (𝑝m%) are universal two-body functions of the relative 
momentum of the SRC pair 𝒑m% = (𝒑m − 𝒑%) 2⁄ , and 𝐴m%j  describes the motion of the A-2 system with total 
pair CM motion, 𝑷m% = (𝒑m + 𝒑%). 𝜑lm%j (𝑝m%) are normalized such that the integral over |𝜑lm%j (𝑝m%)|% from kF 
to infinity equals 1 [24, 25]. 
Under this approximation, the asymptotic high-momentum proton spectral function can be written as a sum 
over SRC pairs [22]: Eq. 2										𝑆b(𝑝, 𝜖) = 𝐶b{3m𝑆b{3m(𝑝, 𝜖) + 𝐶b{3𝑆b{3(𝑝, 𝜖) + 2𝐶bb3𝑆bb3(𝑝, 𝜖),									     
where 𝐶""j  are the nuclear contacts, which measure the probability to find a proton-proton (pp) pair or a proton-
neutron (pn) pair with quantum numbers α close together. The functions 𝑆""j (𝑝, 𝜖) are the individual 
contributions of these pairs to the total spectral function.  The 𝑠 = 1 state corresponds to the spin-one deuteron 
state, and 𝑠 = 0 corresponds to the spin-zero s-wave state.  
The single-pair spectral function 𝑆""j (𝑝, 𝜖) is given by a convolution of its relative and CM motion: Eq. 3											𝑆""j (𝑝, 𝜖) = 14𝜋 𝑑𝒑<=>?-@(2𝜋) 𝛿t𝑓(𝒑<=>?-@)u Θt𝒑<=@ − 𝑝<=@2-{u|𝜑l""j (𝒑<=@)|%𝑛""j (𝑷y¦),							 
and Eq. 4												𝑓(𝒑<=>?-@) = 𝜖 + 𝜖§¨©ª« − 𝑚p + 𝑃y¦% + (𝑚pq% + 𝐸pq%∗ )%										, 
where 𝑷y¦ ≡ 𝒑- + 𝒑<=>?-@, 𝒑<=@ ≡ (𝒑- − 𝒑<=>?-@) 2⁄ , 	𝑛""j (𝑃y¦) is the CM momentum distribution of the SRC 
pair given by 𝐶""j 𝑛""j (𝑷y¦) = ¬𝐴m%j (𝑷y¦)|𝐴m%j (𝑷y¦)­, 𝑚p and 𝑚pq% are the ground state masses of the initial 
A and final A-2 nuclear systems, 𝐸pq%∗  is the excitation energy of the A-2 system, and 𝜖§¨©ª« is the energy of 
the recoil nucleon. We assume that the pair CM momentum distribution is the same for all pairs: 𝑛""j (𝑷y¦) =𝑛y¦(𝑷y¦). The step function Θt𝒑<=@ − 𝑝<=@2-{u ensured that we only integrate over pairs with large relative 
momentum, since the GCF models only SRC pairs that are expected to dominate above kF. We note that while 
the universal functions used here are non-relativistic, we use relativistic expressions for the nucleon energies 
since the kinematics of the measured high-Q2 processes is highly relativistic. 
The integrand of Eq. 3 is called the two-body decay function 𝐷p(𝒑-, 𝒑<=>?-@, 𝐸¯),	which represents the 
probability for a hard knockout of a nucleon with initial momentum 𝒑-, followed by an emission of a recoil 
nucleon with momentum 𝒑<=>?-@ [9, 15, 17, 34]. 𝐸¯ is the energy of the A−1 system, composed of the recoil 
nucleon and the residual A − 2 nucleus. Integrating the decay function over all recoil nucleon momenta 
(𝒑<=>?-@) yields the spectral function.  
The GCF model, as presented above, requires four external inputs: 
5. Nuclear contact values (𝐶""j ): For the AV18, AV4’, and N2LO we use nuclear contacts that were 
previously extracted from analyses of two-nucleon momentum distributions [24, 25], obtained from many-
body Quantum Monte-Carlo calculations for C [47, 48].  Because we normalize the simulated event yields 
to the integrated number of (e,e’p) data events, our calculations are only sensitive to the relative values of 
the contacts. 
6. Universal 𝜑lm%j (𝑝m%) functions: These are taken as the solution of the two-body Schrodinger equation for 
nucleon pair 1-2 with quantum numbers 𝛼, see Refs. [24, 25] for details. 𝜑lm%j (𝒑m%) are nucleus-
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independent, but depend on the NN interaction model used in its calculation. In the case of the spin-1 (𝑠 =1) quantum state this amounts to the deuteron wave-function shown in Extended Data Fig. 6 (a). For the 
spin-0 (𝑠 = 0) quantum state it is the zero-energy solution of the two-body NN system, see Extended Data 
Fig. 6 (b) for the pp channel. 
7. SRC pairs center-of-mass momentum distributions: These distributions were studied both theoretically [49, 
50] and experimentally [11, 16, 45, 46] and were found to be well described by a three-dimensional 
gaussian that is defined by its width. For the nuclei considered here, both measurements and theoretical 
calculations show this width to be about 150 ± 20 MeV/c [16]. 
8. Excitation energy of the A-2 system: Unlike the other inputs mentioned above,	𝐸pq%∗  was never measured 
before and can therefore take any value up to an order of the Fermi-energy (~ 30 MeV). 
We note that as mentioned in main text, calculations of the nuclear spectral function are not feasible for generic 
nuclear systems. However, for the specific case of three-nucleon system and nuclear matter such calculations 
are feasible, and their results agree with the model presented above [27]. Additionally, the GCF only includes 
the effects of two-nucleon correlations and described by the two-body universal functions. Explicit three-
nucleon forces and sequential NN interactions can both induce three nucleon correlations that are not described 
by the GCF as presented above. Previous studies of realistic many-body wave-functions (including three-
nucleon forces) show that the GCF can reproduce the calculated momentum distribution in the range relevant 
for the current study to an accuracy of approximately 10% [24]. 
 
GCF Event Generator, FSI, and SCX Corrections: 
The GCF-based event generator used here simulates the reaction shown in Extended Data Fig. 1, in which an 
electron has a hard scattering from a nucleon in an SRC pair within a nucleus, causing both the struck nucleon 
and the correlated partner nucleon to be ejected from the nucleus. The generator generates particles over the 
full phase-space by sampling events randomly from the probability distribution: Eq. 5										𝑃(𝑄%, x±, ϕ¨, 𝑷y¦, Ω§¨©ª«) = m´µ × m´w· × m%¸ × 𝑛y¦(𝑷y¦) × m¹¸,													  
and produces a list of events, each containing momentum vectors for a scattered electron (𝒑=), a leading 
nucleon (𝒑"), and a recoil nucleon (𝒑<=>?-@). The cross section for each event is calculated based on the 
integrand of Eq. 3 above and is given by: Eq. 6			 º»¼ºµ	º½¾	º¿À	ºÁ𝑷ÂÃ	ºZÄÀÅÆÇÈ = ¼É_%¸Ê Ë_ËÌÉÍÎÏÐ𝒑ÌÉÍÎÏÐ 		Ñ~𝒑ÌÉÐqbÌÉÐÒÏ{ÂÃ(𝑷ÂÃ)ÓËÌÉÍÎÏÐt𝒑ÌÉÍÎÏÐq𝒁>?3ÕÖ,ÌÉÍÎÏÐuË_𝒑ÌÉÍÎÏÐÓ ×%vØÉÙÒvÉw· ∑ 𝐶j|𝜑l""j (𝒑<=@)|%j 				, 
where 𝒁 ≡ 𝒒 + 𝑷ÛÜ and 𝜃Þ,<=>?-@ is the angle between 𝒁 and 𝒑<=>?-@. For the case of pp pairs channels, 𝐶j is 
equal to twice the nuclear contact for that channel. The starting weight w for each event is then given by 𝑑𝜎/𝑃: Eq. 7											 𝑤 = σ="4𝜋% Δ𝑄%Δ𝑥H 𝜖"𝜖<=>?-@𝒑<=>?-@% 	Θt𝒑<=@ − 𝑝<=@2-{uÓ𝜖<=>?-@t𝒑<=>?-@ − 𝒁𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃ä,<=>?-@u + 𝜖"𝒑<=>?-@Ó 𝜔2𝐸å=æ2𝐸=𝑥H𝐶j|𝜑l""j (𝒑<=@)|%.j 								 
The generation of events also includes electron radiation effects, introduced using the peaking approximation 
detailed in Ref. [54]. 
To compare our event generator to data, we take the following steps: 
• Generate Monte Carlo events as explained above, 
• Multiply the weight of each event by the CLAS detection efficiency for the particles detected in that 
event, 
• Smear the generated electron and proton momenta to account for the CLAS resolution,  
• Reject events with particles outside of the fiducial region of detected particles in CLAS,  
• Apply the same event selection cuts used to select data-events.  
We accounted for transparency and single-charge exchange (SCX) following Refs. [13, 18] by constructing 
the following relations: Eq. 8																						𝜎pt=,=\bbuvwb = 							𝜎pt=,=\bbuxy: ∙ 𝑃pbb ∙ 𝑇p"" +																																 	𝜎pt=,=\{buxy: ∙ 𝑃p[{]b ∙ 𝑇p"" + 
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           		𝜎pt=,=\b{uxy: ∙ 𝑃pb[{] ∙ 𝑇p"", 
 𝜎pt=,=\buvwb = ~𝜎pt=,=\bbuxy: + 𝜎pt=,=\b{uxy:  ∙ 𝑃pbb ∙ 𝑇p" + 																																				𝜎pt=,=\{buxy: 													 ∙ 𝑃p[{]b ∙ 𝑇p" + 																																	𝜎pt=,=\{{	uxy: 												 ∙ 𝑃p[{]{ ∙ 𝑇p", 
where 𝜎xy:are the GCF simulated events for process X without FSI or SCX, and the PA and 𝑇p factors are 
multiplied to the event weights to account for SCX and transparency probabilities, respectively. We note that 
the PA and 𝑇p factors do not impact the kinematics of the calculated events. 𝑇p"" refers to the transparency for both the leading and recoil nucleons being emitted simultaneously, while 𝑇p" refers to the transparency for the leading nucleon independent of the recoil nucleon. We assume that the 
transparencies for protons and neutrons are the same, and therefore independent of SCX.  
As SCX probabilities are different for protons and neutrons and high and low momentum, the NN superscript 
notation in the P factor mark the exact process being considered, such that particle with (without) square 
brackets are the ones that undergo (do not undergo) SCX. For example 𝑃p[b]b is  the probability that a leading 
proton in a pp pair undergoes SCX, 𝑃pb[b] is this probability for the recoil proton and 𝑃pbb = 1 − 𝑃p[b]b − 𝑃pb[b] 
is the probability that no proton undergoes SCX. As can be seen, SCX change final state neutrons to protons 
and vice versa. We note that we neglect cases where more than one particle undergoes SCX as these have 
negligible probability.  
The values used for these probabilities are listed in Supplementary Information Table I. 
 
Table 1 | Single Charge Exchange and Transparency Probabilities: calculated for 12C. 
Ppp P[p]p Pp[p] P[pp] Pp[n] P[p]n Pnp P[n]p Pn[p] P[np] Pn[n] TN TNN 
90.8%
± 
0.6% 
4.1%  
± 
0.3% 
4.8%  
± 
0.3% 
0.3%  
± 
0.02% 
4.1%  
± 
0.3% 
3.5% 
± 
0.2% 
92.2% 
± 
0.5% 
3.5% 
± 
0.2% 
4.1% 
± 
0.3% 
0.2% 
± 
0.01% 
4.8% 
± 
0.3% 
53% 
± 
5% 
44% 
± 
4% 
 
 
Estimate of relativistic effects using the nuclear light-cone formalism: 
The nuclear LC formalism allows accounting for relativistic effects in the two-body nuclear wave function. Its 
derivation is detailed in Ref. [9, 51, 52]. Here, we review its incorporation into the GCF model, the results of 
which are shown in the main text to assess the possible impact of relativistic effects. 
In the LC formalism, standard momentum vectors are replaced by (𝛼, p⊥) where p⊥ is the component of the 
momentum vector transverse to q and 𝛼 ≡ 2_ bqb||2é/p . Using these notations, the LC equivalent for the GCF 
universal functions are given by [9]: Eq. 9											𝜌""j t𝛼<=@, 𝑝<=@,ìu = |𝜑l""j (𝑘)|%2 − 𝛼<=@ 𝑚"% + 𝑘%,							 
where 
Eq. 10                    𝑘% ≡ 2_ gíjÌÉÐ(%qjÌÉÐ) − 𝑚"% 																																	 
is the effective pair relative momentum probed relativistically, 𝑘ì ≡ jÏbÌÉÍÎÏÐ,íqjÌÉÍÎÏÐbÏ,íjÏ	jÌÉÍÎÏÐ , and 𝜑l""j  are the non-
relativistic universal functions defined previously, 𝑝<=@,ì ≡ m% t𝑝-,ì − 𝑝<=>?-@,ìu, and 𝑎<=@ ≡ %jÌÉÍÎÏÐjÏ	jÌÉÍÎÏÐ. See 
Supplementary Information Fig. 1 below for details. Similarly, the SRC pair c.m. distribution is given by: 
Eq. 11											𝜌y¦t𝛼y¦, 𝑝y¦,ìu = (𝑚p/𝐴)𝛼y¦(2𝜋𝜎y¦)/% 𝑒q~
2ép (%qjÂÃ)bÂÃ,í%YÂÃ ,							 
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Where 𝑝y¦,ì ≡ 𝒑-,ì + 𝒑<=>?-@,ì, and 𝛼>2 ≡ 𝛼- +	𝛼<=>?-@. Performing all appropriate variable substitutions 
and computing the relevant Jacobian, one finds that the LC equivalent of Eq. 6, i.e.: 
      Eq. 12          º»¼ºµ	º½¾	º¿À	ºÁ𝑷ÂÃ	ºZÄÀÅÆÇÈ = 																													 ¼É_%¸ÊjÏ jéðjÂÃ ñÂÃtjÂÃ,bÂÃ,íuËéð Ë_𝒑ÌÉÍÎÏÐ 		Ñ~𝒑ÌÉÐqbÌÉÐÒÏÓËÌÉÍÎÏÐt𝒑ÌÉÍÎÏÐq𝒁>?3ÕÖ,ÌÉÍÎÏÐuË_𝒑ÌÉÍÎÏÐÓ ×%vØÉÙÒvÉw· 2_ g%qjÌÉÐ ∑ 𝐶j|𝜑l""j (𝑘)|%j 	,  
Which can be obtained by simply substituting into the right hand side of Eq. 6: |𝜑l""j (𝒑<=@)|% → 𝜌""j (𝛼, 𝑝ì) 
and 𝑛y¦(𝑷y¦) → 𝜌y¦t𝛼y¦, 𝑝y¦,ìu and by inserting the necessary Jacobian factors resulting from the 
transformation from p to (𝛼,p⊥). Following these modifications, the rest of the LC calculation follows exactly 
the non-relativistic description above. 
The importance of relativistic effects at high-momenta can be seen by considering the simple case of scattering 
off a forward vs. backward going nucleon in the deuteron. Without accounting for relativistic effects, in the 
forward scattering case (i.e. recoil nucleon at 180o to q) the maximally allowed momenta of the recoil nucleon 
equals (3/4) mN, while in the backward scattering case (i.e. recoil nucleon at 0o to q) there is no kinematical 
restriction on the momenta of the recoil nucleon. The LC formalism presented above removes this asymmetry 
[9].  
As mentioned in the main text, while studied in detail [9, 51, 52] and used by previous works to analyze proton 
induced knockout reactions [15], the LC prescription used here to account for relativistic effects is approximate 
and model dependent. The accuracy of Eq. 9 was previously studied by Ref. [53] using simple covariant models 
for which the four-dimensional solution of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function can be obtained, to find that for 
these models Eq. 9 requires corrections on the scale of 5% - 10% for the kinematics of the current experiment. 
This is encouraging; however, these estimations are based on simple models and should be extended in the 
future for more realistic interactions. 
 
 
Tests of Contributions from Non-QE Reaction Mechanisms: 
Non-QE reaction mechanisms, beyond those accounted for by the SCX and transparency corrections, such as 
small-angle leading-nucleon rescattering, can modify the measured kinematics and therefore interfere with the 
interpretation of the data. By changing the leading-nucleon momentum, rescattering can cause events with 
high missing-momentum that originate from interactions with low initial-momentum nucleons. We performed 
several experimental tests of these effects. 
(1) Rescattering should increase with atomic mass, but the properties of SRCs should be very similar for 
different nuclei [9, 7, 8, 44].  Therefore we examined the nuclear mass (A) dependence of the data, for 
A = 12 (C), 27 (Al), 56 (Fe), and 208 (Pb). See Extended Data Figs. 2 and 3 for the missing momentum, 
xB, Q2 and angle between missing-momentum and momentum transfer (q) of the measured A(e,e’p) 
and A(e,e’pp) event yields, as well as for the missing momentum dependence of the  measured 
A(e,e’pp) / A(e,e’p) yield ratio. In all cases the data for the different nuclei are very similar, indicating 
that A-dependent effects are small. 
(2) Leading-nucleon rescattering would give a peak in the 𝜃bÒÏò (the angle between the momentum 
transfer and the missing momentum) distribution at 110o (non-relativistically, that peak would be at 
90o) [8, 19]. Extended Data Fig. 3 shows the 𝜃bÒÏò distribution for all four nuclei and the GCF 12C 
calculations. There is no peak in either the data or the calculation at the expected rescattering maximum.  
In addition, the 𝜃bÒÏò distributions are similar for all nuclei, whereas rescattering should increase with 
A.  These are further indications that rescattering is small for this data. 
(3) Light-cone momentum densities are sensitive to longitudinal momentum components relative to the 
momentum transfer [17, 19]. Calculations show that while nucleons that undergo rescattering change 
both their energy and momenta, at large-Q2 and anti-parallel kinematics the difference between the 
nucleon energy and its momentum component along the q vector direction, which is proportional to its 
light-cone momentum, is approximately conserved [19]. Therefore, we expect for light-cone 
momentum distributions to be well reproduced by the GCF calculation. 
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The light-cone momentum fraction carried by the interacting nucleon is defined as: 𝛼2-33 ≡ 𝛼" − 𝛼ò, 
where 𝛼" ≡ v_qb_óô	2é/p  and 𝛼ò ≡ ×qò2é/p. Extended Data Fig. 7 shows the distribution of 𝛼2-33 for (e,e’p) 
and (e,e’pp) reactions for both data and GCF calculations. For completeness, it also shows the light-
cone pair CM momentum distribution 𝛼>.2. ≡ 𝛼" + 𝛼<=>?-@ (where 𝛼<=>?-@ ≡ vÌÉÍÎÏÐqbÌÉÍÎÏÐóô	2é/p ) for the 
(e,e’pp) reaction for both data and GCF calculations. 𝛼2-33 ranges from 1.2 to about 1.6, spanning the 
expected range for 2N-SRC pairs dominance [17]. 𝛼>.2. is centered around the expected value of 2. As 
expected, all light-cone momentum distributions show overall good agreement between the data and 
calculations. 
(4) As the data and calculations shown in Extended Data Fig. 3 are integrated over missing momentum, 
they are dominated by low missing-momentum, potentially masking issues at high missing momentum. 
To address this, Supplementary Information Fig. 2 show the distribution of the components of the 
missing momentum in the direction longitudinal and transverse to the momentum-transfer q, in bins of 
missing momentum for the (e,e’p) and (e,e’pp) reactions for both data and GCF calculations. In all 
missing-momentum bins, the data and simulation show good agreement, and the kinematics are 
predominantly anti-parallel with the longitudinal component being larger than the transverse. 
To supplement the light-cone momentum density discussed in point (3) above (which is sensitive to 
the longitudinal component of the missing momentum), we also note that we do not see any 
enhancement of the transverse component of the missing momentum, as compared with the GCF 
expectation. Such enhancement is a typical signature of small-angle elastic scattering, which is not 
included in the GCF calculation but could be present in the data. The agreement of the data with the 
GCF calculation suggest that such scattering does not contribute significantly to the data. 
(5) Lastly, we note the different missing momentum dependence of the measured and simulated (e,e’p) 
and (e,e’pp) event yields. As can be seen in Fig. 3, while the (e,e’p) distribution falls over two orders 
of magnitude, the (e,e’pp) distribution is much flatter and only varies over one order of magnitude. If 
both distributions were driven by rescattering of low initial-momentum nucleons as they exit the 
nucleus, leading to the emission of a recoil nucleon and formation of large missing momentum, both 
distributions should have similar missing-momentum dependence. 
We note that all conclusions mentioned above hold true also when relativistic corrections are introduced 
to the calculations. 
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Supplementary Fig. 1 | Relative Momenta in Light-
Cone Formalism. Bottom Left: the LC relative 
momentum variable, k, vs. the non-relativistic relative 
momentum for several different angles between 𝒑𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔 
and q. The kinematics from this measurement are shown 
by the gray band. Top: the effective relative momentum 
distribution calculated for the AV18 (a) and N2LO(1.0) 
(b) potentials in non-LC (black line) and LC (gray band) 
approaches for the range of 𝜃bÒÏ,ò angles as in the data. 
The LC distribution is larger in the high-momentum tail 
region because k is smaller than the relative momentum. 
 
 
 
 
Supplementary Fig. 2 | Missing momentum components for 12C(e,e’p) and 12C(e,e’pp) events: 
Distributions of the components of the 12C(e,e’p) (a - h) and 12C(e,e’pp) (i - p) missing momentum parallel 
(a – d, i - l) and perpendicular (e - h, m - p) to the momentum transfer q for different missing-momentum 
vector magnitudes. Colored bands show GCF calculations using different NN interaction models The 
width of the band and the data error bars show the model systematic uncertainties and data statistical 
uncertainties, respectively, each at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. 
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